Introduction
T cells constantly survey cells of the body for signs of pathogen infection and tumorigenesis. The recognition of infection or altered self is achieved through T cell antigen receptor binding (TCR binding) to pathogen-or tumor-derived peptides of 8-15 amino acids in length that are presented by host-derived major histocompatibility complex proteins (MHC proteins). The seemingly endless breadth of antigenic coverage is predicated on the mature T cell repertoire comprising millions of unique clonotypes. Every individual T cell expresses a unique TCR that is formed through somatic recombination of V(D)J gene segments and nucleotide additions, as well as pairing of the randomly created TCR α and TCR β chains. Though the clonal complexity of mature T cell repertoires is large, it would be vastly insufficient to provide complete pathogen coverage if a given T cell clonotype could only recognize a single peptide sequence presented by MHC molecules. For example, there are approximately 5 × 10 11 possible sequence combinations for a 9 amino acidlong peptide. Mature T cells are therefore equipped with TCRs that can recognize multiple distinct peptides, thus avoiding holes in the repertoire (1, 2) .
The rate at which T cells can recognize disparate peptide-MHC (pMHC) ligands is determined during development as the result of Darwinian forces acting on immature T cells (thymocytes) following the initial expression of their TCR. There are perhaps 10,000 unique self-peptides that are presented by MHC molecules within the thymus. Failure to recognize any of these self-peptides at a weak but appreciable level will arrest the thymocyte maturation process. This developmental checkpoint puts a lower limit on the rate of peptide cross-reactivity, as TCRs have to engage at least 1/10,000 pMHC ligands with measurable binding affinity. Conversely, thymocytes that expresses TCRs that are unable to sufficiently distinguish different self-peptides or recognize any self-peptides with a strong affinity are signaled to undergo apoptosis (1, 2) . The fittest T cells -those that are most likely to provide broad immunological coverage while limiting overt self-reactivity -are ushered along the developmental pathway and are ultimately exported to become part of the mature T cell repertoire. Unfortunately, T cell development is not perfect, and some autoreactive T cells slip through this culling process.
TCRs have different rates of cross-reactivity
Studies of the reactivity patterns of T cells toward cells expressing allogeneic MHC revealed the first clues about TCR-recognition characteristics. It was determined that MHC allotypes can differ by more than 30 amino acids -many, but not all, of which affect the binding requirements of the peptides presented. Two models were proposed to explain T cell recognition of allo-pMHC. One posited that alloreactive T cells focus on peptides that are associated with the foreign MHC due to its different peptide cargo and are thus allorestricted (3). The second model suggests that the alloreactive T cells focus on the differences between the host and allo-MHC molecules themselves (4). Evidence to support both models arose (5), and sorting out why different types of recognition patterns arise required the use of combinatorial peptide libraries to probe the specificity requirements of allo-MHC responsive T cell repertoires. T cells that respond to foreign MHC alleles that are the most divergent from the MHC of the host are the least dependent upon the bound peptide and instead target MHC residues. In contrast, T cells that are reactive to MHC alleles that differ only at 1-3 positions (and are thus micropolymorphic in comparison) are similarly dependent on the bound peptide, as are conventional, host-MHCrestricted T cells (6) . Though relatively little is known about how the MHC-centered part of alloreactivity to macropolymorphic MHC differences operates on a molecular level (5, 7), these findings already argued that the selective forces shaping the T cell repertoire heightens the sensitivity toward the recognition of peptides presented by self-and similar-to-self MHC alleles.
As the biochemistry of TCR recognition continues to be probed, and the The ability of a single T cell antigen receptor (TCR) to cross-react with multiple antigens allows the finite number of T cells within an organism to respond to the compendium of pathogen challenges faced during a lifetime. Effective immune surveillance, however, comes at a price. TCR crossreactivity can allow molecular mimics to spuriously activate autoimmune T cells; it also underlies T cell rejection of organ transplants and drives graft-versus-host disease. In this issue of the JCI, Cole and colleagues provide insight into how an insulin-reactive T cell cross-reacts with pathogen-derived antigens by focusing on a limited portion of the peptides to provide a hotspot for binding. These findings dovetail with recent studies of alloreactive and autoimmune TCRs and suggest that the biochemical principles that govern conventional protein-protein interactions may allow the specificity and cross-reactivity profiles of T cells to be predicted. jci.org at which peptides carry the Gly-Pro-Asp sequence or carry chemically similar amino acids in their stead.
Conclusions and future directions
How generalizable might the use of focused hotspots be for allowing autoimmune T cells to be activated by molecular mimics? Pioneering studies by Wucherpfennig and colleagues (17) demonstrated that myelin basic protein-specific (MBP-specific) T cells isolated from multiple sclerosis patients can be activated by some pathogen-derived peptides that carry a His-Phe motif at central residues of the peptide. A detailed analysis of one of these T cells, Hy.1B11 TCR, shows that a single CDR3α residue, F95, makes the majority of contacts with both an MBP peptide and two microbial peptides, focusing on the peptide P2 His (18) . Such TCR-pMHC interactions have been observed in allogeneic settings. For example, the LC13 TCR interactions target the P6-P8 region of the peptide and, in particular, the aromatic residue at P7 that is present in viral, allo-, and mimetope peptides (19) . Conversely, the alloreactive 4F23 TCR utilizes the same CDR3β residues to contact hydrophobic residues at P7 of divergent peptide ligands (20) . In each of these cases, the hotspot of interaction is focused on the use of particular CDR3 residues that contact distinct biochemically homologous regions across the different peptides.
The elucidation of so-called rules of engagement that would allow prediction of whether a T cell will functionally engage particular ligands based on the sequence Autoimmune TCRs bind selfand foreign ligands using the same hotspots
In this issue, Cole, Bulek, and colleagues report on how molecular mimics may activate human insulin-reactive CD8 + T cells (16) . The 1E6 T cell was originally isolated from the peripheral blood of a patient with recent onset type 1 diabetes. This T cell clone is cytotoxic and kills pancreatic islet β cells in vitro through recognition of a peptide derived from the preproinsulin signal sequence. Cole et al. screened a combinatorial peptide library and identified a panel of molecular mimics, including peptides carried by the human pathogens Bacteroides fragilis and Clostridium asparagiforme. Using a combination of structural and biochemical studies, the authors demonstrated how the 1E6 TCR binds seven different pMHC ligands. Remarkably, all seven binding reactions used the same hotspot of binding that formed between the TCR CDR3 residues Tyr97α and Trp97β and the peptide position 4, 5, and 6 (P4, P5, P6) residues Gly-Pro-Asp, which are present within insulin and each of the molecular mimics (Figure 1 ). These contacts ultimately were shown to account for approximately half of the TCR-pMHC binding site. Peripheral to this conserved hotspot of binding, the TCR-pMHC interactions present within each structure were distinct. Moreover, these contacts impact the overall affinity and thermodynamic signature of the TCR-pMHC interaction but are replaceable with different combinations of amino acids. Thus, the rate of cross-reactivity for this autoimmune T cell clone is primarily set by the frequency structural database of TCR-pMHC complexes expands, molecular insights that explain particular pMHC cross-reactivity patterns are giving way to common themes. Despite the enormous amount of variability in TCRs and pMHC ligands, these interactions are governed by the same biochemical principles as other protein-protein interactions. A common feature among receptor-ligand binding sites is a hydrophobic core that is created through the exclusion of water (the hydrophobic effect), which provides a large amount of binding strength (8) . The location of strong-affinity interactions, and the amino acids that comprise it, is often referred to as a 'hotspot' of binding energy (9) . During T cell ligand recognition, these hot spots can incorporate TCR-MHC interactions, as well as TCR-peptide interactions (10) (11) (12) . TCR-pMHC contacts that occur peripherally to the hotspots can enhance the specificity of the interaction by providing additional binding affinity or by creating steric hindrance that disrupts the binding reaction (13) . Because the amino acids that compose the hotspots of binding are of central importance, the number of amino acids involved and their location (peptide versus MHC residues) will have a critical role in defining the specificity of T cells. For example, highly self-reactive and alloreactive TCRs have been found to predominately create a TCR-MHC binding hotspot and, thus, are less dependent upon TCR-peptide interactions. In contrast, self-tolerant, nonalloreactive, or weakly alloreactive TCRs create strong-affinity binding with peptide residues (14, 15). and recognizes an insulin peptide. In this issue, Cole, Bulek, and colleagues reveal that the TCR of the 1E6 T cell also recognized molecular mimics derived from bacteria, such as species of Bacteroides. Further characterization of these interactions revealed that the 1E6 TCR binds multiple ligands that use the same hotspot of binding (see insert) that forms between TCR residues (Tyr97 of CDR3α and Trp97 of CDR3β) and Gly, Pro, and Asp residues within the insulin peptide and the molecular mimics at P4, P5, and P6 (see insert).
of the TCR is still a ways off. Nevertheless, biochemical and structural analyses are beginning to reveal common strategies used by TCRs to bind pMHC and control the rate of cross-reactivity. Focused hotspots of binding are central to these interactions (21) and are often created by the hydrophobic effect. This attribute of TCR-pMHC interactions, highlighted in the structures by Cole et al., leads to a clear hypothesis: TCRs carrying amino acids that promote hotspot formation (such as aromatic residues) within their antigen binding site should have an increased propensity to engage pMHC ligands. Likewise, peptides that carry these same residues at TCR contact positions should be more efficient at eliciting T cell responses.
